


2 TECHNICAL FORUM

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 2019
5:30 – 7:30 PM GAAmericas Board Meeting

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2019
7:00 – 8:15 AM  Breakfast
 Sponsored by:
  

8:15 – 8:30 AM  Welcome
 Frank Passarelli, Chairman GAAmericas 
 JD Harris, Chair Tech Forum
 Vic Canzolino, Chair GPC Conference

8:30– 9:30 AM  Joint Session: Economic Update
 Slower For Longer
The US economy is in transition to an even more intense utilization of advanced technology. What exactly will 
happen with that is a matter for discussion on another day. Let’s first consider this transition period.  We are 
going into a protracted period of relatively slow growth, 2% GDP growth or less. This is partly related to a much 
under reported change to much slower demographic growth. This condition plus uncertainty about outcomes 
is leading to a persistent slow inflation rate. But that’s not the big news. One of the peculiar things this leads 
to is a reversal of normal inflation dynamics. Textbooks teach about rising wages leading to rising inflation. 
We could be in an era of inflation dictating wage changes, not the other way around. The implications for 
persistent low investment, if not under investment, and even dampened consumption, are far reaching.  This 
big a change and this long a transition are subjects we should be thinking and talking about. I hope to help 
set off some dialogue to get the ball rolling. 
Ken Goldstein, Economist Emeritus, The Conference Board

9:30-10:30 AM  Pre-Print Component Specifications and Set-Up
To specify a print component is an act of describing or identifying something precisely or to state a precise 
requirement. A specification is a detailed description of the design and materials used to print any single 
product. One definition for specification is: a standard of workmanship, materials, etc., required to be met in a 
piece of work.

Do you sometimes ask yourself “I wonder who spec’d this job”?  All printed material that has an end use, even 
when it just ends up in the dumpster, must have functional attributes.  These functional attributes are a direct 
result of the engineering and design process.  It is typically during this process that the various components 
will be identified, defined, and SPECIFIED.  As a printer (not a Saleperson, Brand Manager, R&D Manager, or Re-
search Scientist…but rather a PRINTER) it is critical to possess the fundamental knowledge of the How & Why 
relative to our many component specs.  During this session we have brought together the team, the experts 
that support our success.  Please join us for an informative session on the How & Why’s.
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Cylinder Engraver: Dan Comerford, WRE/ColorTech                               
While most pressroom managers and supervisors might have knowledge of LPI (Lines per Inch) as it relates to 
the cylinders we use day to day - do they also have knowledge of other key engraving attributes?  Do your 
employees understand cell shapes, and how they can impact ink release?  What about cylinder surface rough-
ness?  Is this something you really understand?                           
                            Ink Supplier: Ron Foreman, INX                                                               
Why so many different ink systems? Why does this ink system require two solvents?  And why do we always 
struggle to pass the tape test on this specific ink?  Not all pigments and resins have the same end-use charac-
teristics, and thusly, not all inks have the same chemistry.           

Doctor Blade Supplier: Ryan Sharkey, FLXON                                        
Doctor Blades, Doctor Blades…is there really that much difference?  Why are there so many options?  Does 25 
micron tip thickness really effect the ink transfer, lay, coating weight, etc.   Is it really necessary to purchase SS 
blades for ALL H2O ink systems?                                      

10:30-11:00 AM Break
 Sponsored by: 
 

11:00 AM-12:15 PM   Trouble Shooting #1
Effective trouble shooting is a science as well as an art!  If you have ever been in a pressroom when issues 
arise, I’m sure you have observed (and perhaps participated) in the process.  Our goal for this session is to walk 
you through an effective troubleshooting scenario; one with a productive and profitable outcome.  All too 
often an ineffective troubleshooting process is merely a FINGER-POINTING session.  
Cylinder Engraver: Brian Hecht, Southern Graphic Systems                                                     
Ink Supplier: Tammie Trester, Sun Chemical                                                      
Doctor Blade Supplier: Johnny Stamey, Daetwyler                        

12:15 – 1:15 PM  Lunch 
 Sponsored by: 
 

1:15 – 1:45 PM  Joint Session: 2019 Golden Cylinder Awards
Find out who won the coveted Golden Cylinder Awards including the Best of Show in the Packaging, Product 
and Publication categories.
    
1:45-2:45 PM Trouble Shooting #2 Rollers/Non-Engraved Issues
This session will pick up where the morning Trouble Shooting session left off.

Do we have impression issues?  How much pressure is too much?  What, other than print, can impression 
rollers impact. 
Michael Bell, Rossini    

What impact does static have relative to our process: Ink Transfer, Delivery, Web Tracking, etc.
Joe Steingraeber, Steingraeber/Enulec 

What impact does surface treatment have on our substrate?  If the material was treated in January, is it 
“OK” to print in August?  What are the “tools of the trade” which Gravure printers can utilize to minimize or 
eliminate substrate surface from the “potential causes” when trouble-shooting?
Tom Gilbertson, Enercon Industries Corporation
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2:45-3:15 PM Break
 Sponsored by: 
   
 

3:15-5:00 PM Standardization 
Standardization, as defined, is “the process of implementing and developing technical standards based on 
the consensus of different parties that include firms, users, interest groups and organizations”.  Some printers 
may not perform these specific tasks, correctly, in this methodical order and thus often face difficulty meeting 
shareholders expectations in the areas of EBITDA, KPI, OVERHEAD COSTS, CUSTOMER DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS, 
ETC.  It is our goal to clearly explain the importance of understanding our process capabilities (as a printer), but 
moreover, comprising a strategic alliance with our suppliers to collectively understand “OUR” capabilities and 
how each component impacts the success, or failure of our collective goals. 

Fingerprinting:
JD Harris, GAAmericas       

As we have been saying for years, Gravure IS the process of choice – for so many reasons: Brilliance, Speed, 
Reliability, Color Consistency, Simplicity, Predictability to just name a few.  With this being said, the predictabil-
ity part does require some methodical Best Practices on behalf of the printer.  Before we can ever successfully 
(and consistently) perform Separations, Ink Formulations, etc, we must first Characterize our process.  The GAA 
is your COACH for Successful Gravure Press Fingerprints!

Separation/Engraving:
TBD, Interprint       

Color Match:
Bill Poulson, Harper Corp.        
Doug Earl, Midagraphics

This session will show how Midagraphics and Harper collaborated on a project that allows color matching be-
fore going on press. Press samples will be shared and information shown on how they correlated drawdowns 
on the QD proofer to the press samples.

Make Ready:
Bart Smith, Amcor        
Does your operation have a generic makeready process? Or have you, as a result of Fingerprint, Kiazen, or other 
process improvement philosophy, identified the nuances relative to your product mix? For example: have you 
learned from experience that a certain color, cylinder, or print station requires a unique makeready preparation 
– do you accommodate for that requirement beforehand?  How many times have we heard “this always gives 
us problems”.  If we anticipate these problems, doesn’t it make good business sense to anticipate a solution?  

  5:00 – 7:00 PM  Reception in the Global Marketplace w/Cylinder Society Induction
Find out what our industry has to offer, relax with some old friends and make some new ones!
 Sponsored by:
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2019

7:30–8:30 AM  Breakfast
 Sponsored by: 
   

8:15 AM  Reconvene

8:30-9:45 AM   Breakthrough in Gravure      

Professor Robert Eller delivers an update on the opportunity to gain market share for Gravure and the testing 
and production taking place to realize that goal. 
Professor Bob Eller, Rochester Institute of Technology

9:45-10:15 AM Break
    Sponsored by: 

     

10:15-11:45 AM    Defect Prevention

When multiple departments within your organization are competing for capital expense monies, how do you 
convince the executive management team your project is the most deserving.  Unfortunately, defects are in-
herent to almost all manufacturing process and are especially present in high output printing!  And while there 
has often been an argument between “defect detection” and “defect elimination”, most will agree on one 
thing: we must first understand the exact nature of our defect.  Next, we can provide appropriate resources to 
eliminate or minimize!  This panel will demonstrate some of the latest technologies available today for Defect 
Detection, Process Stability, and Quality Assurance.

Joe Steingraeber, Steingraeber/Enulec                                                            
Ernest Schneider, BST
TBD, Baldwin   
Michael Preininger, ISRA VISION                                                

11:45 AM   Conference Wrap-Up

12:00-1:00 PM      Box Lunch
 Sponsored by:
  
  
1:30–3:00 PM  Dominion Packaging Tour
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The GPC Executive Board is pleased to partner this year with the GAAmericas Technical Forum.  In doing so, 

the board hopes to expand the value to both end-users and suppliers through expanded sessions and net-

working opportunities for attendees, as well as the ability to gain a broader perspective on hot topics facing 

the industry.

    

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2019
7:00 AM  Continental Breakfast

    Sponsored by: 

     

8:15 AM  GAAmericas/GPC Conference Welcome    

    Frank Passarelli, Chairman GAAmericas 

    Vic Canzolino, Chair GPC Conference

    JD Harris, Chair Tech Forum

8:30–9:30 AM  Joint Session: Economic Update

    Slower for Longer

The US economy is in transition to an even more intense utilization of advanced technology. What exactly 

will happen with that is a matter for discussion on another day. Let’s first consider this transition period.  We 

are going into a protracted period of relatively slow growth, 2% GDP growth or less. This is partly related to 

a much under reported change to much slower demographic growth. This condition plus uncertainty about 

outcomes is leading to a persistent slow inflation rate. 

But that’s not the big news. One of the peculiar things this leads to is a reversal of normal inflation dynam-

ics. Textbooks teach about rising wages leading to rising inflation. We could be in an era of inflation dictat-

ing wage changes, not the other way around. The implications for persistent low investment, if not under 

investment, and even dampened consumption, are far reaching.  This big a change and this long a transition 

are subjects we should be thinking and talking about. I hope to help set off some dialogue to get the ball 

rolling. 

Ken Goldstein, Economist Emeritus, The Conference Board

 
9:30–9:45 AM Change Rooms/Break

The rest of the morning sessions will take place in a breakout session.

9:45-11:15 AM  Media Distribution & Placement

Learn the latest techniques & industry trends to maximizing your ROI for media spend across print, digital, 

newspaper, radio and television advertising.  We’ll discuss where this constantly changing area is heading for 

you to be prepared.

Quad representatives

GRAVURE
Publishing Council PRINT MEDIA CONFERENCE
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11:15AM-12:15 PM Government Affairs/Legislative Update

Patrick will discuss the latest government initiatives that impact the publishing and advertising marketplace.  

He will go in depth on USPS initiatives, tariffs and pending legislation that could impact your business.

Patrick Henderson, Director of Government Affairs, Quad

     

12:15-1:15 PM Joint Lunch       
    Sponsored by:

    

1:15-1:45 PM Joint Session: 2019 Golden Cylinder Awards

Find out who won the coveted Golden Cylinder Awards including the Best of Show in the Packaging, Product 

and Publication categories.

1:45–2:00 PM Change Rooms/Break

The rest of the afternoon sessions will take place in a breakout session.

2:00-3:00 PM Supply Chain Logistics 

The presenters will discuss the state of the industry: what capacity looks like right now; what is happening 

with some consolidation plans; what is happening with technology and how it is changing buyer behaviors; 

and the pros/cons of in and out-sourcing depending on business objectives. They will share what the indus-

try can do to help drive and sustain capacity.        

Brian Seitz, Verso Corporation

 

3:00-3:30 PM Don’t Go It Alone: Utilizing Educational Partners  

This session will discuss what the University of Wisconsin-Stout Graphic Communications program is doing 

to support the Gravure Industry. Also, gain an understanding of how are they preparing students to enter the 

workforce in a variety of positions. Current GEF Scholars will share strategies for a company to use to recruit 

more young people for employment. 

Shaun Dudek, University of Wisconsin-Stout Graphic Communications

3:30-5:00 PM End User Forum       

Publishers, Catalogers and Retailers: This special session is your chance to meet with your colleagues to 

discuss what you hope to gain from the conference and address any specific takeaways you hope to leave 

with.

5:00–7:00 PM  Reception in the Global Marketplace w/Cylinder Society Induction

Find out what our industry has to offer, relax with some old friends and make some new ones!

    Sponsored by:  
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2019
7:00 AM  Continental Breakfast
    Sponsored by: 

     

8:15 AM  PMC Conference Reconvenes

The morning sessions will take place in a breakout room. 

8:30-9:30 AM Fastmarkets RISI Annual Paper Market Outlook

John Maine will present his annual outlook for Gravure publishing papers including a look at the accuracy 

of last year’s forecast as well as a new picture of what to expect in 2020 and 2021.  Recent trends in the key 

market drivers for Magazines, Catalogs, Newspaper Inserts, direct mail, and postal volumes will be discussed.  

Various issues influencing paper supply and availability including tariffs, exchange rates, and mill closures will 

be analyzed. RISI cost benchmarking data portraying recent mill cost trends and expected cost changes over 

the coming year will give some key insight into trends in mill profitability and pricing pressure.

John Maine, Fastmarkets RISI           

 

9:30–10:30 AM Building a Sustainable Communications Paper Platform in a Shifting   

 Environment 

    ND Paper Representative   

10:30-10:45 AM Break

      

10:45-11:45 AM Promoting the Sustainability of Print and Paper - Update and  

  Highlights of the Two Sides Campaign

Phil will present the latest highlights and accomplishments of Two Sides North America.  Among the success-

es is the fact that over 120 leading North American corporations (over 440 globally), including many of the 

Fortune 500, have now removed their anti-paper environmental claims used to promote electronic commu-

nications over print and paper.  Join us to hear Phil explain how Two Sides has progressed globally to help 

educate the marketplace on the sustainability of print and paper, and some of the ongoing challenges faced 

by our industry.  The highlights of a 2019 US consumer survey on preferences, attitudes and environmental 

opinions related to print and paper will also be presented, including opportunities for further public education.

Phil Riebel, Two Sides North America, Inc.

11:45 AM-12:00 PM Conference Wrap-Up/Open Forum Discussion 
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LOGISTICAL INFORMATION
LOCATION 
Omni Richmond Hotel, 100 South 12th Street, Richmond, VA 23219. Hotel accommodations are not included in 

the conference fee and are the responsibility of individual attendees. Please make reservations by calling the 

Omni Richmond, 1-800-THE-OMNI, and asking for the Gravure Association of the Americas Conference Rate of 

$179.00 + state and local taxes. We encourage you to use the Omni Richmond not only for the convenience, 

but because our room block commitment allows us to keep overall lower conference prices. The discounted 

rate is available until September 10, 2019 or until the room block sells out (whichever comes first). Note: 

Rates are offered three days before and three days after the event, based on availability. Online reservations 

available at: https://www.omnihotels.com/hotels/richmond/meetings/gaa-2019-technical-forum-10012019

REGISTRATION 
Conference fees include two (2) continental breakfasts, two (2) lunches, one (1) evening reception, refreshment 

breaks, access to Global Marketplace, and all conference proceedings. Fees must accompany registration. Ma-

jor credit cards are accepted. Checks must be in U.S. dollars payable to Gravure Association of the Americas. 

Please complete the form and send with payment to the address indicated or go online for a registration form.

GLOBAL MARKETPLACE 
Conference presentations are designed to have minimal commercial content. To accommodate commercial 

interests who wish to display literature, demonstrate equipment, and meet customers, prospective customers 

and associates, a tabletop exhibit area is adjacent to the conference area. A draped table, chairs, and electrical 

outlet are provided.

FOOD RECEPTION 
Cocktails and hors d’oeuvres will be provided during the Global Marketplace reception, allowing time for din-

ner plans afterward. Everyone is cordially invited to attend, socialize, network, and enjoy the evening.

CANCELLATION 

Substitution from the same company may be made at any time. Cancellations requested in writing and re-

ceived a full 14 days before the event will receive a full refund. Cancellations received in writing less than 

14 days before will be assessed a $150 fee to cover administrative costs. People who do not show will not 

receive a refund. GAAmericas assumes no responsibility for travel costs should it become necessary to cancel/

reschedule the event.

DRESS
Dress will be business casual throughout the event.

NOTE
Conference topics/presenters subject to change due to events beyond our control. 
Check for updates at www.gaa.org.

https://www.omnihotels.com/hotels/richmond/meetings/gaa-2019-technical-forum-10012019
http://www.gaa.org
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Register On-line at www.gaa.org or fill out the form and return to GAAmericas

Name ......................................................................................................................................................................

Company ...................................................................Title .....................................................................................

Email ......................................................................... Badge First Name...............................................................

Address ..................................................................................................................................................................

City/State/Zip ..........................................................................................................................................................

Phone .............................................. Fax ................................................... Cell ......................................................

Emergency Contact .................................................................... Phone ................................................................  

Food Allergies/Special Needs (i.e. vegetarian, nut allergy, etc.) 

................................................................................................................................................................................

CREDIT CARD

Name on Card ........................................................................................................................................................

Visa  MasterCard  American Express

Account # .....................................................................Expiration Date ....................... Amount ...........................

Please Send Registration & Payment To:

Gravure Association of the Americas

P.O. Box 25617 Rochester, New York 14625

Tel: 201.523.6042 Fax: 201.523.6048

GRAVURE
ASSOCIATION

OF THE

AMERICAS

 We would like to participate in the Global Marketplace

GAAmericas Members  $300    Non-Members  $900

 I am interested in attending the Dominion Packaging Tour

METHOD OF PAYMENT

CHECK ENCLOSED (payable to Gravure Association of the Americas)

REGISTRATION FEES

GAAmericas Members End User Members $400    Printer/Supplier Members   $600 

 End User Non Members       $400    Printer/Supplier Non Members  $800

*CPG Companies: call 585.288.2297 prior to registration for special pricing

REGISTER FOR:     TECHNICAL FORUM PRINT MEDIA CONFERENCE

http://www.gaa.org
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Please Send Registration & Payment To:

Gravure Association of the Americas

P.O. Box 25617 Rochester, New York 14625

Tel: 201.523.6042 Fax: 201.523.6048

GRAVURE
ASSOCIATION

OF THE

AMERICAS

Additional Registrants from Same Company Location Using the Same Payment Option
(Must accompany main registration page when returned)

 I am interested in attending the Dominion Packaging Tour

I am interested in attending the Dominion Packaging Tour

If more registrants, print additional copies of this page and complete.

Name ......................................................................................................................................................................

Company ...................................................................Title .....................................................................................

Email ......................................................................... Badge First Name...............................................................

Address ..................................................................................................................................................................

City/State/Zip ..........................................................................................................................................................

Phone .............................................. Fax ................................................... Cell ......................................................

Emergency Contact .................................................................... Phone ................................................................  

Food Allergies/Special Needs (i.e. vegetarian, nut allergy, etc.) 

................................................................................................................................................................................

Name ......................................................................................................................................................................

Company ...................................................................Title .....................................................................................

Email ......................................................................... Badge First Name...............................................................

Address ..................................................................................................................................................................

City/State/Zip ..........................................................................................................................................................

Phone .............................................. Fax ................................................... Cell ......................................................

Emergency Contact .................................................................... Phone ................................................................  

Food Allergies/Special Needs (i.e. vegetarian, nut allergy, etc.) 

................................................................................................................................................................................

REGISTER FOR:     TECHNICAL FORUM PRINT MEDIA CONFERENCE
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